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Abstract 
 
Orthodox theorists often unwittingly invoke military language when writing 
about business-related phenomena.  For example, in the world of commerce, 
the definition of the term strategy evokes competition between enemies: it can 
lead to victory or defeat. While most scholars agree that business literature 
from the 20th century borrows concepts from the military, there has been little 
attempt to appreciate the extent to which business literature of the digital age 
is influenced by military parlance and theorizing. This paper has two 
objectives. First, it demonstrates that the military and business literatures have 
somewhat similar historical trajectories and discontinuities. The second 
objective is to provide three lessons from military philosophers for those 
speculating about managerial issues in the digital era. Awareness of the 
relationship between business and military language can provide managers 
with a new perspective with which to view the challenges of the digital age. 

 
 
 
Introduction 
Business literature, especially content published in the second half of the 

20th century, often invokes military and war metaphors. Relatedly,  
management scholars frequently use military literature as a starting point for 
creating working definitions of such terms as strategy,1,2 resources, resource 
planning,3 and positioning.4 As a result of this curious connection, much 
contemporary writing about management is peppered with somewhat hostile 
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parlance. For example, authors typically discuss industries as existing within 
a zero-sum arena,5,6 the idea being that advantage gained by one firm comes 
at the expense of what a competitor must be compelled to forfeit.7,8 
Implicitly, the analogy being drawn here establishes a correspondence 
between, say, market share and conquered territory.9 Such an analogy is 
often further extended. Specifically, a saturated market (one that is unable to 
grow in size) can be compared to an island (as opposed to an unending 
landmass), on which rival warlords each seek to annex the same terrain.6,10 
Another business-related idea which emanates from conjecture about hostile 
confrontation concerns when and where to attack. The Chinese general and 
military philosopher Sun Tzu, in 500 B.C., counselled that taking-on an 
opponent who is already well ensconced is best avoided, particularly in 
circumstances where it is possible to achieve expansionist and enrichment 
objectives without direct confrontation.9 In 1979, Michael Porter, with his 
conception of generic strategy, said essentially the same thing when he noted 
that it is generally unwise to attempt to draw customers away from a 
competitor when there still exist those who have never used an industry’s 
offering.11 A third war metaphor which applies to business is activated when 
direct confrontation becomes unavoidable. If, for example, market share 
must be stolen, the more hardcore notions of strategy are activated. In this 
vein, as a senior military officer must draw-up a battle plan, so to a senior 
manager faced with the prospect of direct confrontation must have a 
formalized set of specific actions that are associated with relevant 
objectives.12 Indeed, as a matter of orthodoxy, the more pure instantiations 
of business (or corporate) strategy are maximally relevant when one is faced 
with hostile competition. Such instantiations describe how prescribed means 
(resources) will achieve desirable ends (goals).1,2,12  

With the arrival of the digital age, and the possibilities afforded by e-
commerce, the scope and focus of management literature changed 
substantially. Some commentators have interpreted this shift in emphasis as 
a rupture13,14,15,16 and indicate that consequential scholarship addressing 
management is demarcated on the basis of whether or not it was created 
before the arrival of the Internet as a public utility in 1995.13 As such, it is the 
case now that, at least for most digital era sectors, much industrial age 
conjecture concerning how to do management is no longer fit for purpose. 
To address this malaise, scholars have either attempted to create genuinely 
new theory or update that which is antiquated. For example, insofar as 
updating is concerned, Gould & Desjardins have proposed that the two axes 
of Michael Porter’s strategy grid, type of customer and type of advantage, 
(which define four quadrants of generic strategy option) be augmented by a 
third axis (complexity – high and low), creating eight archetypal 
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approaches.16 Porter’s Competitive Advantage framework is not the only 
conceptualization being revisited. Thakur and Workman17 adapted the 
original Henderson Portfolio growth–share matrix to create a model which 
embraces distinctively digital age variables such as customer relationship 
management (CRM).18 Furthermore, to cope with e-commerce’s challenges, 
some scholars have mixed and matched pre-Internet management theories. 
For example, Khajezadeh and al.,19 in their effort to wrestle with  making 
sense of the strategy orientations of key players in the hygiene industry, have 
merged the Boston Consulting Group and the Ansoff Matrices to produce a 
new framework. This kind of experimentation with theorical refurbishment 
draws attention to a larger point: the digital age has rendered defunct much 
20th century scholarship concerning management and corporate strategy. As 
such, stepwise advance in technology has left practitioners in a position 
where a large part of their go-to literature is outdated and of little use.20,21  

In this paper we argue that, to update and revise theory about 
management that was developed for the industrial age, scholars can find 
inspiration in military literature and conjecture about how to wage war. It is 
not only the case that key tenets of such philosophy have been largely 
imported into the world of governance and stewardship of private capital, 
but military and business histories have compelling parallels. For example, in 
each case, technological advance has – at key moments – created state-
changes such that one era ends, and another begins. Our analysis of how 
military literature can inform business provides insight into the challenges 
faced by modern managers and hopefully will assist theoreticians who are 
charged with providing relevant conceptual frameworks. 

 
A Brief History of War 
For more than two millennia, military historians have documented 

battles and conquests and sought to delineate what works in matters of 
warcraft. This history has mostly been written by victors however there are 
cases (which often provide especially compelling insight) where the 
vanquished have also provided accounts. For example, Heinz Guderian, 
pioneer of mobile warfare and architect of the German Blitzkrieg, was 
pummelled by Russian forces on the Eastern front during Operation 
Typhoon in 1941. He was unable to conquer Moscow and, largely for this 
reason, was deemed by the Fuhrer to have been a failure and 
unceremoniously dispatched the year after from the eastern front. He 
authored Panzer Leader wherein he laid out a blueprint for how to deploy 
tanks and heavy artillery on a battlefield. In a general sense, of those who 
have reflected on their exploits, musings can mostly be classified as being 
either accounts of generic best practice or those invoking notions of 
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contingency (which invariably provide description of how to adapt as 
circumstances change). 

Best practice accounts of warcraft typically give the reader a sense of what 
will always result in victory. Historical figures who have contributed to this 
corpus include Julius Caesar,22,23 Nicolas Machiavelli,24 and Erich 
Ludendorff.25,26 Irrespective of whether their sympathy laid with the winning 
or losing side of a campaign, these philosophers provided exposition of what 
went right or wrong in the confrontations they analyzed. In their accounts, 
prescriptions were pragmatic and emphasized what leaders did that worked 
(and didn’t work). The writings from this genre have a distinctively upbeat 
narrative; they embolden a reader to enter into any and all hostile 
confrontation with confidence.25,27  

Contingency-based accounts of what to do in circumstances of military 
conflict inspire less confidence than those of best practice. Such philosophies 
require, in the first instance, that a battlefield leader make judgements about 
the state of consequential variables before committing to a course of action. 
For example, the commander must assess where an enemy is in terms of both 
its orientation (in front, to the side, or behind, or some combination) and 
distance (far away versus close, etc.). They further must make judgements 
about elements such as an enemy’s disposition (e.g., what is it prepared to do 
if so allowed?) and its relative force (e.g., overwhelming, equivalent, or 
inferior). Much decision making about these matters is often speculative 
because it is based on incomplete data and faulty assumptions. Whatever the 
case, contingency views of military conflict inevitably are about classical 
conceptions of strategy. They take the form of, if X, then Y (where X is an 
assessment of relevant circumstances, and Y is a set of actions). They 
presuppose that each campaign is unique and that, even when a single 
skirmish is the object of analytic interest, opponents will necessarily pursue 
different courses of action. Authors whose writings are unambiguously of this 
kind include Sun Tzu,9 Carl Von Clausewitz,27 Charles de Gaulle,28 and 
Liddell Hart.29 In some instances, there is overlap between best practice and 
contingency-based accounts of warcraft. For example, in key respects, 
Clausewitz and Charles de Gaulle write as circumstantialists, however both 
consider, in a universal sense, that qualities such as intelligence and well-
honed instinct are indispensable in a military officer.27,28  

 
Waging War and Doing Business: Curious Parallels 
In the 20th century, literature about how to manage private capital has 

had conspicuous similarity with several thousand years of musings 
addressing how to manage military-type conflict. Insofar as management 
scholarship is concerned, one way to view the modern situation is to conceive 
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of it as being (roughly speaking) either concerned with profit maximization, 
in a narrow sense, or competitive positioning, in a broader sense.30 For 
example, well-known writers (and thinkers) focusing on the profit problem 
included the likes of Frederick Taylor, Henry Ford, Henri Fayol and Frank 
and Lillian Gilbreth. These authors, perhaps partly because of the time they 
lived, wrote as though they were advising capitalists with pre-existing 
monopolistic control.31 Their views – often explicitly presented as being about 
how to achieve efficiency - were actually addressing generic notions of “best 
practice.”32,33,34 Indeed, if ever one needed evidence that theorists from the 
classical age of management were concerned with creating a universal 
blueprint, one need only consider the axiom “the one best way,”35 probably 
the era’s most archetypal expression.  

The idea that there is a best practice nirvana for business profit 
maximization survived into the years of the second World War and beyond.36 
Indeed, when allied powers were in conflict in Europe (and later in the 
Pacific), Western governments were forging pragmatic partnerships with 
universities and research institutions, often in an effort to discover the 
universal in matters of governance and stewardship. These initiatives played 
a central role in post-war recovery and in sustaining the ensuing economic 
long boom.37  

As previously co-opted industries in the Western world transitioned away 
from being used for military purposes, cross-jurisdictional trading activity, 
especially within North America and Europe, also increased. It is in this 
period that multinational enterprises - firms that have operating divisions in 
more than one country - emerged for the first time.4,38 Such entities were 
mostly American, leading authors such as Marens to describe the era as that 
of American corporate hegemony.39 The axiom that “bigger is better,” 
perhaps incidentally, substituted for more nuanced strategy consideration.40 
In a nutshell, under the influence of early- and mid- 20th century best 
practice, the owners of capital could be assured a decent return without 
having to reflect on the influence of competitors. 

Insofar as competitive positioning is concerned, the strategy revolution 
began in a fledgling way in the 1950s and reached a zenith at some point in 
the 1980s. A large part of the impetus for growth in this corpus of literature 
was the fact that, during the latter part of the 20th century in the Western 
world, key product markets were becoming saturated. In such circumstances, 
notions of marketing and nuanced customer preference take on special 
import. By the same token, when dealing with saturated markets, competitor 
firms must be managed or, in some way, dealt with. As such, the instantiation 
of modern strategy – at least from a historical perspective – can be 
interpreted as a response to an exhaustion of available customers and 
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insufficient influx of new buyers within Western economies in the second 
half of the 20th century.41 In these constrained circumstances, a profitable 
entity expropriates its surpluses in an increasingly zero-sum context.   

Reflection on the development of management thought during the 20th 
century would be inadequate without consideration of Japan’s economic rise 
following its devastation when allied forces ended the war through dropping 
atomic bombs on the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.  For historians, the 
pressing question about the Rising Sun Empire’s recovery in the 1950s is, how 
did it occur so quickly? It appears that, courtesy of theorists such as 
Deming,42 Japan’s reborn industries were able to rapidly overcome an image 
that they produce items of inferior quality through instituting distinctive 
production techniques such as lean manufacturing and statistical process 
control.43 For American electronics and auto manufacturers (in particular), 
Japanese industry in the 1950s and 1960s, was coming up with more clever 
solutions. Japan was also emerging as an aggressive export nation; in many 
cases, cutting into domestic (Western) market share.42  

With the rise of Japan in the 1950s and the Asian tiger economies of South 
Korea, Singapore, and Malaysia in the 1960s and 1970s, conjecture about how 
to manage was becoming synonymous with conjecture about how to manage 
competitors – in short, about more hardcore strategy. The issue at hand was: 
what needs to be done to enhance firm-based competitive positioning within 
a multi-entity context. Such a focus unambiguously establishes the object of 
analysis as an industry; a group of firms (configured nationally or 
internationally) which each produce, as their principal output, the same or a 
substantially similar kind of offering.44,45 In such a milieu, the role of strategy 
is to provide enhanced “relative” performance, with the key term here being 
“relative.” It is at this point in post-industrial revolution history when the war 
metaphor has special explanatory import. Specifically, “relative” 
improvement becomes salient when a market is saturated and/or not 
expanding and the most obvious way to enhance one’s own prosperity is 
through attacking rivals. Because shareholders require a long-run return on 
their investment, in the absence of an expanding customer base – and 
assuming minimal offering innovation, etc. – the idea of “attacking rivals” 
roughly corresponds to expropriating customers.6,10 With such a view in 
mind, multiple late industrial age paradigms for conceiving generic strategy 
options were proposed.45 A notable contribution to this corpus is from Porter 
who provided an early generic blueprint. A key tenet of Porter’s conception 
is that strategy orientation can only be derived following consideration of an 
industry-wide analysis.11  
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From the Industrial to the Digital Age: Three Lessons that Military 
Philosophers have to Teach Modern Management Scholars 

Following the advent and early development of firearms, for a time war 
was still being waged in such a way that manpower determined might. In a 
nutshell, an army equipped with basic weaponry grows in strength as a 
function of the number of soldiers it has in its ranks. However, in the nuclear 
age, the nexus between size and formidableness was largely broken.46 Atomic 
fission results in instant massive destruction and, as was made devastating 
clear in the cases of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, can be brought about with 
individual warheads deployed by eight men crewing a B-29 Superfortress 
bomber.47 In the wake of the Manhattan Project, 23 sovereign jurisdictions 
have acquired nuclear weapons and/or a nuclear attack capability.48 Since 
1945, these weapons have not been aggressively deployed. One Cold War 
theory about why there has been such reticence is given concisely using the 
acronym MAD (Mutually Assured Destruction). 

Whilst not in any consequential sense dangerous (a point that probably 
needs to be made when comparing it to atomic warfare), the Internet – when 
it became a publicly available utility in 1995 – rendered obsolete much 
prevailing management literature and, at the same time, radically changed 
conceptions of economic power.13,49 For example, it placed the likes of Mark 
Zuckerberg (the undergraduate kid with a laptop in his Harvard dorm room) 
in a position where he could – with hardly any sweat – virtually overnight 
achieve global economic dominance. In earlier generations, equivalent-type 
legendary industrialists may have had vision but almost invariably had to 
match ingenuity with years of hard work. The Internet is a manifestation of 
a new era because it acts as a platform for the organic – and rapid - 
proliferation of myriad other technologies. It has influenced certain 
approaches becoming redundant, the fusion of approaches and the blurring 
of boundaries between physical, digital, and biological spheres.50 Insofar as 
trading and commerce are concerned, analysis of the Internet’s potential 
cannot be divorced from notions of a so-called new economy that, according 
to Castells is informative, global and networked.51  

The tendency of scholars in the digital age has unambiguously been to 
give managers a wider repertoire of generic decision-making options. 
However, in the same way that having a bigger restaurant menu does not 
mean one is going to end-up eating better, having more strategic choice is 
not necessarily beneficial.52 Indeed, expanded opportunity can lead to the 
malaise of information overload.53 

What follows is an account of what management scholars can learn from 
military philosophers. The advice emerges from the idea that, in much the 
same way as the nuclear age has created disconnect between manpower and 
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destructive potential, the Internet has further pushed disjuncture between 
the size of a labor force and economic power. Three lessons are germane. 
 

Lesson 1: Don’t Fight Battles Yourself – Use Mercenaries 
Following the Second World War, nations with large and well-developed 

military capability have been disinclined to take lead roles in either initiating 
or participating in full-scale war. Certainly, evenly matched superpowers 
don’t attack each other. As such, where hostile intervention does occur, it is 
typically carried out collaboratively – and mostly in circumstances where less 
powerful forces have lead role status. In the post-World War Two world, the 
destructive consequences of military action are almost never seen within the 
sovereign jurisdictions of large Western nations.54 Rather, nation-level 
animosity is typically resolved in far-flung locations, using proxies, and under 
the guise of helping locals.54  Relevant examples of these kinds of clashes can 
be seen in the cases of the Korean (1950-1953), Vietnam (1955-1975), 
Afghanistan Wars (1979-1989) and the Cuban Missile Crisis (1962). 

The tendency to displace military aggression through making other 
parties its key agents has a parallel in the way digital age industries compete. 
The Canadian telecommunications sector is a case in point. Specifically, the 
“Big Three’’ (Bell Canada, Telus, and Rogers Communications) were 
conventional rivals prior to the rise of smartphones. Competition was not 
especially fierce (with different firms being dominant in particular 
provinces). To the extent that it (competition) occurred, it centered mostly 
on price and costing methodology.16 When the Canadian 
telecommunications sector was deregulated, smaller entities entered the 
arena as purveyors of smartphone-related services (e.g., Freedom Mobile, 
formerly named Wind Mobile). In response, the ‘’Big Three’’ created minion 
firms to take-on recent entrants. They, themselves, mostly avoided becoming 
sullied. Rather, to do their bidding, Rogers co-opted Fido, Bell co-opted 
Virgin, and Telus co-opted Koodo.  

The tendency to avoid direct confrontation and/or transform hostility 
manifests in ways other than through using proxies. For example, much as 
modern military commanders have mastered the art of putting on a show-
fight (e.g., the first Gulf war in which Saddam Hussein’s Baathist forces were 
compelled, in a televised spectacle, to withdraw from Kuwait), rival firms may 
look like they are competing, when in fact they are not. A curious 
contemporary case of this latter situation is the Costco/Walmart 
comparison.55 Each of these entities provides to consumers groceries and 
household goods. Each ostensibly invokes a strategy of, what Michael Porter 
would identify as, low-cost leadership.56 However, these firms are not locked 
in competition in any meaningful sense. Their customer bases are different 
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and, the way each achieves cost curtailment, is dissimilar. Whatever the case, 
industrial age theory about strategy à la Porter, is largely unable to reconcile 
the Costco/Walmart comparison and it is here argued that conjecture about 
military conflict is more explanatory.56 

 
Lesson 2: Intelligence Gathering and Reconnaissance Come Before 

Hostile Confrontation 
Nuclear weapons have potential to indiscriminately kill up to tens of 

millions of people instantly. The economist might say that a nuclear bomb is 
expensive but value for money because it creates “scale.” As such, when it is 
deployed, it does its work at low per-unit cost. Furthermore, nuclear weapons 
are universally feared and, largely for this reason, have not been used in anger 
since the Second World War. For these two related reasons – destructive 
efficiency and universal annihilation potential –  coercion and curtailment of 
enemies in the nuclear age has largely been about learning more about them. 
Indeed, it is really in the nuclear era that notions of military intelligence have 
come of age.57 In the modern world of warfare, resources that could be 
directed towards procuring conventional (or higher end) weaponry are often 
redirected to such activities as satellite and drone-based surveillance and, 
monitoring and spyware systems (including use of cameras and imaging 
technology).58 However, such “front-end” gadgetry are only ever precursor 
elements because amassed data on an adversary must be analyzed. It is in 
analysis that much modern military investment is made.58 Specifically, as of 
2019, the CIA budget in the United States was 5 billion dollars – the bulk of 
this expenditure being directed towards data interpretation of one kind or 
another.  

The relevance of data is as important to the modern management 
strategist as it is to the modern warlord, and to warmongers of the past. For 
example, Amazon and eBay, both digital marketplaces, have each used 
notions of data-based decision making to turn themselves into global 
giants.59 Indeed, each concerns itself at least as much with profiling 
customers as it does with selling and dispatching products.60 For example, 
Amazon’s patented anticipatory shipping model uses big data for predicting 
products likely to be purchased, and when and where such offerings will be 
needed.61 This kind of approach has also been largely embraced by industrial 
age industries which have adapted themselves for digital era conditions.60 For 
instance, McDonald’s, often viewed as an exemplar of 20th century 
commercial success,62 has unveiled a digital strategy centered on data 
gathering and artificial intelligence.63 Its goal is to create predictive selling 
through profiling customers who use the McDonald’s loyalty app. Generally, 
these kinds of approaches seem to be working.64 Indeed, there is evidence 
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that industrial age firms that do not learn from their digital age counterparts 
are inclined to lose market share.65 Such misfortune has been the epitaph for 
companies such as Sears Canada, which was a behemoth in the 20th century’s 
retail sector, mainly because of its mail-in service via a catalogue. Sears 
Canada filed for bankruptcy at the beginning of 2018. It appears that its lack 
of commitment to data gathering and its failure to establish a robust online 
presence were consequential in its demise.66 Perhaps the final word on the 
importance of data gathering in the contemporary commercial world belongs 
to Napier et al. They say that firms should invest in creating modern, digital 
centric competitive advantage “that can leverage data and machine learning 
to create valuable insights, intelligence, and capabilities across the 
organization.”66  
 

Lesson 3: Don’t Let the Enemy Know Your Motives or What You are 
Willing to Do 

Data – even if in the form of information – is not necessarily actionable. 
One reason for this is that, at least under certain conditions, it is possible to 
have too much of a good thing, an insight known to both military and 
business decision makers (at least the battle hardened ones).67 In a nutshell, 
beyond a certain point, additional data becomes of diminishing marginal 
utility. At this point, dysfunctional forms of complexity are liable to hinder 
effective decision making.   

Complexity theory has a long history and various instantiations. Insofar 
as business strategy is concerned, in the digital age, John Stuart Mill’s68 
conception of the construct has been passed down through the work of 
scholars such as Herbert Simon who defined it as “a large number of parts 
that interact in a non-simple way.”69 Relatedly, Simon noted that a 
consequence of heightened complexity is more interdependent elements 
which increase coordination requirements and raise a system’s total number 
of interfaces.69 While not necessarily explicitly discussed in literature 
(although becoming more so), being complex (broadly conceived) – whether 
it be present in the context of a battle or a business scenario – increases a 
protagonist’s opportunity to be duplicitous and/or deceptive.16,70 

As is typically the case in organizational life, the complexity of armies and 
fighting forces increased greatly in the 20th century, at least as assessed 
according to Simon’s definition. Moreover, since 1945, outside of the 
organizational arena, such things as ballistics technology have evolved at 
roughly the same pace as advance in consumer electronic goods. There are, 
perhaps self-evidently, budgetary and resources implications of such 
increasing sophistication. Specifically, at the end of the millennia, the U.S. 
army employed more than 1.9 million people, and had an annual budget of 
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more than $700 billion.71 At this time, the orthodoxy was that military 
commanders should be committed to identifying and planning for myriad 
types of conflict. Knowingly or not, they had made their organizations 
unprecedently complex. However, in 1999, under the influence of at least one 
high-ranking officer, Douglas MacGregor, a decision was taken that it is folly 
to attempt to be prepared for all contingencies and moves were made to 
diminish administrative overhead and remove layers of hierarchy.71 
MacGregor’s axiom was: “defeat in battle is not the result of the failure to 
plan for every possible contingency, but rather, an organization’s ability to 
understand changing battlefield conditions and quickly evolve to face those 
challenges successfully.”71 The missive was that less data and more data 
interpretation would be the way forward and it is desirable to replace 
mechanistic with organic organizational structures so that adaptability and 
agility can be prioritized over sheer brute force. Nygren took up this agenda 
when he argued that armies should create networks, establish alliances with 
civilian institutions, and strike a balance between organizational complexity 
and flexibility.72 

Notwithstanding MacGregor’s iconoclastic instincts, armies that have 
complex organizational structures may have some advantages over those that 
don’t. Indeed, to the extent that complex organizations are the repositories 
of complex technology, there may in fact be a paradoxical link between 
complexity and flexibility/adaptability. A case in point concerns the way 
Russia and China reorientated their arsenals following the end of the Cold 
War. These great powers, at least according to Jonnson, were able to quickly 
reconfigure their military infrastructure (including its hardware and software 
elements) to change longstanding battle lines based on a global east/west 
divide.73 As such, they positioned themselves for likely 21st century-type 
threats, including those that may come from cyber or biological attack. 
Moreover, they also placed themselves in a position where their systems and 
protocols now allow for external threats (actual or anticipated) to not 
necessarily be classified as acts of aggression or attack activity. 

The impact of organizational complexity has been an object of scholarly 
interest for strategic management theorists.74 As noted, in the wake of 
Simon’s contribution, the construct is often viewed as an aggregate measure 
of how many interactions between sub-entities occur within a larger 
circumscribed organization plus how many occur between the organization 
itself and external elements.75,76 In practical terms, complexity levels provide 
an index of likely resourcing needed for a division, project, or team. When 
modern scholars write about this phenomenon, they are typically skeptical. 
Most of their counsel is directed towards assisting executives reduce 
organizational complexity – or, at least, ensure that it is appropriately aligned 
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with corporate objectives. In this vein, Egelhoff notes that relevant 
conceptual frameworks have been devised to assist firms become 
simultaneously more agile and proactive.76 Such a concern with agility and 
anticipation is perhaps most obvious in the domains of supply chain 
management, logistics, and organizational procurement. In these areas, often 
under the guise of lean production and just-in-time (JIT) inventory 
management, the principle, “the leaner, the better,” is approximately 
tantamount to an axiom of de-complexification.76  According to Perona and 
Miragliotta, much of this philosophy also drives initiatives concerned with 
streamlining a suite of products being offered (i.e. reducing the size of a 
product range), having simple-to-use support platforms, and modern mass 
customization efforts.77  

Organizational complexity has also been studied from a marketing 
perspective. The construct has been found to have implications for 
conceptions of customer-type within digital age industries, in particular. For 
example, Petruzzellis reminds firm decision makers that they will be 
successful when value-added offerings are well-aligned with the identified 
needs of distinct market segments.78 His categories implicitly establish the 
vendor as responsible for ensuring customer satisfaction with key aspects of 
an offering, including its cost and usability. This same principle is embodied 
in Kasper et al.’s counsel, based on a study which reveals that certain 
customers are more comfortable than others with complexity.79 The strategic 
implications of this kind of research are that, where possible, managers 
should be cultural change agents. Specifically, in the modern era, one of their 
crucial roles is to make customers more technically at ease and 
simultaneously placed them in a position where organizational (but not 
necessarily technical) complexity is kept under control. In this regard, firms 
such as Apple sell technically complex devices but strive to have easy and 
straightforward customer-interface protocols.  

Insofar as complexity is concerned – be it of an organizational or technical 
nature – military historians have something to teach modern business 
scholars. The lesson is as follows: provide offerings, and ways of interacting 
with clients, that appear straightforward but, in fact, have complex costing 
methodologies. The point here is that a digital age firm may have its greatest 
chance of profit maximization when customers misanalyse their needs and 
thus have to pay more for an utility being offered.80 Recently, such a view of 
the value of new forms of deception (what we call here – borrowing from 
military parlance – “strategic deception”) have entered into management 
literature. Indeed, the missive is present in contemporary accounts of the 
telecommunications,16 aviation,81 finance,82 and real estate industries.7 For 
example, in the Canadian telecommunication sector, Gould and Desjardins 
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have concluded that Bell and Rogers, both dominant incumbents, have 
intentionally embraced complex pricing structures for their offerings.80 
According to their focus group findings with vendors, this tactic enables 
employers to increase their sales revenues through confusing consumers, 
encouraging them to enroll in monthly plans that will inevitably need to be 
adjusted (i.e., become more expensive). Curiously, such an approach was not 
found to be consistent across the industry, for example it was not detected 
for the firms Videotron and Koodo. This industry-based differential is 
evidence for Gould and Desjardins other argument, that complexity (greater 
versus less depending on a sector’s structure) is a strategy dimension (and 
thus varies from firm to firm).16 

 
Conclusion 
This article has made the case that those who comment on military 

adventurism have something to teach modern management scholars. In the 
case of the military, the nuclear age has created a new era. In a nutshell, it 
has placed civilization (for the first time in history) in a position where might 
does not come as a function of manpower. Similarly, the Internet (and all 
that comes with it) creates disconnect between conventional measures of 
economic size and ultimate measures of economic clout. One consequence 
of the Internet – particularly, of e-commerce – is the emergence of 
distinctively digital age industries. For entities operating within these 
sectors, 20th century theory concerning competitive strategy, à la Porter’s 
generic grid, etc., is somewhat outmoded. Indeed, scholarship addressing 
how to compete in a multi-firm arena was mostly developed for the industrial 
age.  

Doing business and waging war have unsettling parallels. In each case, 
there are opponents, there is propaganda, there are the spoils of victory and 
there is the humiliation and pain that comes with defeat. It is strategy (in the 
hardcore sense) that coordinates collective action in the modern boardroom 
as well as on battlefields. In this article we have provided three lessons from 
the military arena that have a special resonance for those struggling with how 
to manage private capital – and competitors. Mostly, no one gets killed or 
seriously injured when engaging in modern business. However, the world of 
commerce is littered with psychological and economic casualties – perhaps 
something that, although unpalatable, makes the analogy of war all too 
relevant. 
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